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enables effective network service optimization and live network troubleshooting to assure the 
subscriber’s true quality of experience (Qoe) in a multitechnology environment

key feaTures and BenefiTs
Single tool to help equipment manufacturers and service providers 
optimize and troubleshoot live multitechnology 4G/LTE, 3G and 2G 
mobile networks

Reduce customer churn with timely network testing; verify the 
functionality of new network elements, the interoperability of 
elements from different manufacturers and across multiple 
technologies/baselines

Measure user- and application-level quality of service (QoS) 
to visualize the true quality of experience from a customer’s 
perspective

Flexible probe-based solution with open interfaces to KPIs and data 
records. PowerHawk Pro probes with line-rate capture are easy to 
integrate into broader systems

Save testing time with the fully automated data capturing, 
correlated signaling and user-plane processing system at the XDR/
KPI level over multiple LTE and 3G packet core interfaces. Additional 
history-based call-trace post-processing is available for 2G/3G, CS 
Core and IMS interfaces

A high-performance system for line-rate IP packet capture, signaling 
and application analysis with interface support for both 1G and 10G 
Ethernet links

Drill down through the data as needed—all details available from 
statistics to message level; real-time (KPIs) and QoS counters, IP 
and user-plane analysis as well as real-time call and session tracing 
and signaling processing

The most detailed customer experience view, from signaling 
to user-plane data; support for over 400 mobile signaling protocols 
and IP application analysis for over 1000 protocols, including 
classifi cation and metadata

powerhawk pro
MULTI-USER LIVE NETWORK ANALYZER



 PowerHawk Pro

much more Than JusT a proTocol analyZer
As mobile networks move to an all-IP model to meet the increasing bandwidth demand and subscriber growth, gaining real-time, 
end-to-end insight into network performance is more important than ever. This insight is necessary to effectively manage the quality 
of service throughout the entire network lifecycle. With the introduction of packet network troubleshooting, key performance metrics 
are more difficult to demonstrate. Instead of measuring transmission only, network service providers need to focus on subscriber- 
and application-based QoS measurements as well as on QoE.

Optimizing the Network with PowerHawk Pro
PowerHawk Pro enables network service optimization and troubleshooting through real-time KPIs and detailed user-plane analysis. 
Multiple probes remotely capture network traffic from the 1/10 Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. A KPI generator processes the network 
traffic and stores it in a database to be analyzed by the Diagnostics suite and optional M5 Analyzer client software. PowerHawk 
Pro correlates both control- and user-plane traffic across all interfaces to show a full, end-to-end view of both signaling and user-
plane data. All this empowers the user to troubleshoot both functionality and quality issues in a single view. All problems can be 
identified and located immediately.

uniQue scalaBiliTy: growing The sysTem as needed
PowerHawk Pro consists of up to four probes, a KPI server and database, as well as the Diagnostics suite and optional 
M5 Analyzer client software, which can run on a laptop or a desktop PC. For a multi-user system, a client server is added, 
supporting up to 10 simultaneous users.

The Diagnostics suite and optional M5 Analyzer client software are equipped with the chosen technology package that 
includes all applications and other special functionalities required for full analysis. The KPI server also comes with different KPI 
technology packages and can support up to four probes. The multi-interface probes can vary in their procedure-processing 
capacity—from 100 000 LTE sessions per hour to millions—and include the IP application analysis option for more detailed 
application-level analysis.

Scale from a Single Testing Instrument
PowerHawk Pro can grow seamlessly as your network 
grows. In a network trial phase, a single testing instrument 
such as an M5 Analyzer or PowerHawk may be used to 
verify network element functionality with real-time detailed 
analysis. After a successful trial, the tool can be scaled up to 
PowerHawk Pro, which provides unique features ensuring 
the successful deployment and service optimization of full 
network clusters. The scale-up path provides maximum 
component reusability—all software licenses and hardware 
components can still be used, and none of the existing 
functionality is lost.

Open Interfaces Probes: Third-Party Systems’ 
Building Blocks
PowerHawk Pro is a flexible system with open interfaces 
that can be used to integrate products into other solutions. 
Open interfaces offer all data records (signaling and 
application) as well as KPIs that can be accessed via 
defined methods. The PowerHawk Pro probe can also be 
used independently of PowerHark (Diagnostics suite and 
optional M5 Analyzer) as a simple capture probe to record 
network traffic in PCAP files or with advanced signaling 
analysis module and IP application analysis engines that 
provide preprocessed information in a timely manner. 
Signaling and application records are stored and indexed 
in a database.
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 PowerHawk Pro

real-Time kpiS and deTailed user-plane analysis
With PowerHawk Pro you get the most comprehensive at-a-glance view of your network’s performance and QoS. Control- and 
user-plane traffic are correlated across all interfaces to provide subscriber- and application-level KPIs and QoS analysis with 
drill-down capability into detailed message sequences and decoding. Analysis can be done in real time or with historical data. 
PowerHawk Pro offers two main easy-to-use analysis applications: Diagnostics suite and M5 Analyzer.

Rich Statistics and High-Performance IP and User-Plane Analysis
The Diagnostics suite shows signaling KPIs, QoS for subscribers and applications, IP and 
user-plane analysis, and IP application analysis to determine true network QoE. In brief, 
it provides:

›  Signaling KPIs (attach, PDN, TA, etc.) per specific context, such as cell, TAC and cause values at LTE 
and PS core interfaces (S1, X2, S3, S10, S11, S13, Iu-PS, Gb, MAP, Gn)

›  IP and session QoS (throughput, jitter, delay, round-trip delay, etc.) over time for subscribers and 
applications 

›  Ready charts and graphs for top talkers and applications, nodes under high load, DNS resolution 
times, top websites, etc. 

›  IP flow records with full IP session (S1-U) details:
 › Transport (Ethernet, VLAN, MPLS), IP, application protocol, GTP-U support
 › Session parameters such as throughput, type of service (ToS), session length, packets and bytes transferred
 › Easy sorting and aggregation of sessions based on any parameter in the flow table view
 › Drilldown into any specific flow using the Protocol Monitor application, for detailed signaling-level analysis

› Maximum analysis accuracy of applications with deep packet inspection:
 › Additional information for IP sessions all the way to layer 7
 › Over 1000 protocols with thousands of parameters
 › Identification and classification of network applications 
 › Key parameters provided for each application
 › Application quality measurements (subscriber’s QoE, top websites, web traffic QoS, audio/video analysis)

Correlated Multi-Interface Signaling Processing and Call Tracing 
All the main call details (XDRs) such as phase information, cause values, etc., are included 
in the database. You can trace real-time calls and sessions over the correlated interfaces 
in the network using the Diagnostics suite’s high-capacity Call & Session view. It supports: 

›  High performance call and session tracing for all LTE, EPC and PS Core interfaces 
(S1, X2, S10, Iu-PS, Gb, MAP, Gn, etc.)

›  Correlated call and session information with main parameters

›  Correlated Uu interface analysis with third-party tools

›  Extensive filtering capabilities to quickly identify problems

›  Full signaling details and related user-plane QoS values or IP flows with a single click

›  Long period history data from database

Detailed Message Decoding and Sequences
With the M5 Analyzer, transactions can be analyzed in different analysis views from 
message sequence charts to detailed decoding: 

›  Full decoding support including all standards-based (GTP-C, NAS, etc.) protocols

›  Support for the latest baseline from release 10 down to release 8

›  NAS and IPSec deciphering
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Technical deTails

PROBES

Items Probe 1000 Series Probe 3000 Series

Capacity Linerate filtering (up to 20 Gbit/s)
Up to 2 Gbit/s recording

Linerate filtering (up to 20 Gbit/s)
4 to 9.7 Gbit/s recording
Up to 15k application sessions or signaling session analysis in real time

Interfaces Options Four 1 Gbit/s Ethernet (SFP) or
Two 10 Gbit/s Ethernet (SFP+)

Four 1 Gbit/s Ethernet (SFP) or
Two 10 Gbit/s Ethernet (SFP+) 

Memory 4 GB 96 GB 

Processor Intel Xeon Quadcore E5220 2.26 GHz Dual Intel Xeon Six-core X5670 2.93GHz

Local Storage 4 TB 16 TB or 32 TB

Size 1U 3U 

Software Options
Capture engine
Application analysis (postprocessing)
Signaling analysis (postprocessing)

Capture engine
Application analysis (real time)
Signaling analysis for LTE and PS core (real time)

Other NTP and GPS synchronization NTP and GPS synchronization

COMPONENTS

Items PowerHawk Client Server KPI Server

System PowerHawk Client Server KPI Generator Server

Interfaces

Up to six x STM-1/OC-3 or 3 x STM-4/OC-12 links
Up to sixteen x E1/T1/J1 links
Up to twelve x Gigabit Ethernet (SFP)
Up to four x 10 Gbit Ethernet (SFP+)

Up to four PowerHawk Probes

Memory 96 GB 16 GB 

Processor Two Intel Xeon Six-core X5670 2.93GHz Intel Xeon Six-core X5670 2.93 GHz

Operating System Windows 2008 Server Linux

Size 3U 2U 

Software Options
Up to ten software clients:
M5 Analyzer
Diagnostics suite

LTE/PS Core signaling KPI engine
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POWERHAWK PRO DATA PROCESSING PACKAGES 
LTE/EPC Signaling Analysis Module 
(SAM)

Complete LTE technology session analysis, up to 150 000 LTE signaling messages analyzed per second in real 
time and stored to the local database. Full correlation and deciphering support. 

LTE/EPC Signaling Statistics Brings preprocessed LTE KPIs. a  Calculated in same post-processing job as the LTE sessions. Gives full network 
level view for signaling issues.

IP Application Analysis
Detailed IP transmission and application analysis, QoS calculations and user-plane KPIs. Comprehensive 
subscriber application analysis (Skype, YouTube, e-mails, etc.). Live network performance, analyzing one million 
packets per second to local database.

PS Core Signaling Analysis 
Module (SAM)  

Complete PS Core technology session analysis, with up to 75 000 PS Core signaling messages analyzed per 
second in real time and stored to the local database. Full correlation and deciphering support.

POWERHAWK PRO USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE  

M5 Analyzer Application Graphical user interface for deep signaling protocol analysis, includes applications like Call & Session Analysis, 
three-level Protocol Monitor view, Network Topology, etc. 

Diagnostics Suite Diagnostics suite gives tens of graphical views to see the results of TavelHawk Pro data processing packages. 
For IP application only or if the detailed protocol analysis is not needed. Optional client server is required.

PowerHawk Client Server Optional client server where multiple application clients can be installed (up to 10) and run simultaneously 
independently. Allows end user to run applications remotely using a remote desktop connection to client server.

POWERHAWK PRO TECHNOLOGY PACKAGES FOR M5 ANALYZER 
LTE/EPC Technology Package Full LTE decoding package and correlated offline call tracing for M5 Analyzer.

Core Technology Package Full core decoding package and correlated offline call tracing for M5 Analyzer.

UMTS (3G) Technology Package Full 3G decoding package and correlated offline call tracing for M5 Analyzer.

GSM (2G) Technology Package Full 2G decoding package and correlated offline call tracing for M5 Analyzer.

IMS Technology Package with SIP Full IMS decoding package and correlated offline call tracing for M5 Analyzer including SIP.

NSN CS and PS Core SiMO 
Technology Packages Full NSN CS and PS core decoding package and correlated offline call tracing for M5 Analyzer using SiMO.

3GPP LTE R8, R9 and R10 Packages 3GPP release baselines available for different technologies.

Vendor Proprietary Protocols NSN, Ericsson, ALU and NTT DoComo specific protocol packages for different technologies.

NSN eNB Tracing Correlated LTE Uu interface analysis for NSN eNB.

pOWERhAWK pro opTions

POWERHAWK PRO PROBE INTERFACE OPTIONS 

Two 10 Gbit/s Ethernet Interface Support Card gives 10 ns timestamp accuracy with build-in hardware filtering capable of going through full-line-rate (20 Gbit/s) data. 

Four 1 Gbit/s Ethernet Interface Support Card gives 10 ns timestamp accuracy with build-in hardware filtering capable of going through full-line-rate (4 Gbit/s) data. 

Note

a. For details, please refer to the Analyzer Technology Coverage product note.
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Technical specificaTions

hardware and sysTem
  1U, 2U or 3U rackmount server
  Two or four SFP or RJ-45 interfaces

 -  IEEE 802.3-compliant RJ-45 ports for 
10/100/1000 Mbit/s Ethernet

 -  MSA-compliant SFP modules: 1000BASE-SX (LC), 
1000BASE-LX (LC), 1000BASE-T (RJ-45)

  Two 10 Gbit/s SFP+ interfaces
  Up to 32 TB for packet capture
  Separate system disk for system and applications
  Dual fail-safe power supply (only for 2U/3U)
  Ubuntu 64-bit Server Edition Linux operating system  
for probes and KPIs

  Win 2008 Server EE R2 64 bit operating system  
for PowerHawk Client Server

  Watchdog functionality for hardware
  Full system recovery

packeT capTure To disk
 10 ns timestamp resolution
 NTP time synchronization
 Pcap file format
 Ingress NetFlow collection (NetFlow v9) 
  IPSec packet decryption (not supported in  
version 4.3)

packeT filTering
 BPF syntax for filter rules
  Control- and user-plane filtering for LTE,  
Iub or Gb interfaces

 IP header filtering
 Packet payload filtering
 Packet stripping
 Logical expressions
  Alarms and traps (bandwidth detection or BPF filters)

ip applicaTion analysis
  Full IP flow analysis with transmission and application 
level protocols
  Support for GTP-U, GRE and L2TP tunnels
  IPv4 and IPv6 
  MPLS and VLAN support

  Application-specific metadata available per configuration
 -  Typically 50+ parameters per application such as URL, 

VoIP parameters, codec information, etc.
  KPIs and statistics for application-specific QoS 
(throughput, delay, jitter) as well as for TCP roundtrip, 
retransmission ratio and packet loss

  Application-specific KPIs such as MOS and R-factor for 
RTP available

lTe/epc signaling analysis 
module (sam)
  Full correlated LTE call tracing at probe level
  Signaling records (xDR) stored to lical MySQL 
database
  Supported interfaces

 -  3GGP R8: S1, X2 and 3GGP R10: S6a, S13, S11, 
S10, S3, S4, S5/S8

  Up to 150 000 signaling messages per second 
analyzed in real time

ps core signaling analysis 
module (sam)
  Full, correlated PS Core call tracing at the probe 
level
  Signaling records (xDR) stored to local MySQL 
database
  Supported interfaces

   - 3GGP R8: lu-PS, Gb, MAP, Gn
  Up to 75 000 signaling messages per second 
analyzed in real time

configuraTion
  Web-based GUI:

 -  Multi-user authentication and management
 -  HTTPS
  SSH terminal connection
  Configurable SNMP traps and alarms
  Remote server management and updates:

 -  IPMI v2.0 interface (only for 2U/3U)
 -  Wake-up on LAN

capTure file processing
  Web GUI file manager
  Samba file share
  Automatic file transfer using SCP and FTP
  Capture file online reading with M5 Analyzer software

capTure file playBack
  Adjustable pcap file transmission

enVironmenTal specificaTions
  Operating temperature: 10 °C to 50 °C
  Operating relative humidity: 20 % to 80 %
  Certifications: RoHS, UL, CE (EU), FCC (USA), CSA 
(Canada), VCCI (Japan), C-TICK (Australia)

physical measuremenTs
  1u

 Size (H x W x D): 43 mm x 437 mm x 650 mm  
  (1.7 in x 17.2 in x 25.6 in)
 Weight: 17 kg (37 lb)
  2u

 Size (H x W x D): 89 mm x 437 mm x 648 mm 
    (3.5 in x 17.2 in x 25.5 in)
 Weight: 23.6 kg (52 lbs) 
  3u

 Size (H x W x D): 132 mm x 437 mm x 648 mm  
  (5.2 in x 17.2 in x 25.5 in)
 Weight: 32.7 kg (72 lb)

power consumpTion
  PowerHawk Pro Probe 1000 series: 0.75A/173W - 
0.88A/203W

  PowerHawk Pro Probe 3000 series: 2.28A/526W

sysTem performance

› Up to 20 Gbit/s IP packet inspection and filtering rate per probe
› Up to 9.7 Gbit/s IP packet capture and peak recording rate to disk (Pcap) per probe
› Up to 15 000 LTE sessions stored in the database by a single probe (up to 150 000 signaling messages per second, 30 000 S1 attaches)
› Up to two million simultaneous GTP sessions (UEs) handled per probe
› Up to 8 Gbit/s (15 000 flow per second) IP session and LTE user-plane analysis and QoS measurements with real-time database storing per probe
› IP application analysis rate of up to one million packets per second for L7 protocols
› If more is required, an additional probe can do the rest; traffic can be split between multiple probes

* Figures vary according to the PowerHawk Pro probe. Above figures are measured with the 3000 series.
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